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Abstract. This paper proposes a new approach for designing a cost-effective, 
on-chip, hardware pattern generator of deterministic test sequences. Given a 
pre-computed test pattern (obtained by an ATPG tool) with predetermined fault 
coverage, a hardware Test Pattern Generator (TPG) based on Autonomous 
Finite State Machines (AFSM) structure is synthesized to generate it. This new 
approach exploits “don’t care” bits of the deterministic test patterns to lower 
area overhead of the TPG. Simulations using benchmark circuits show that the 
hardware components cost is considerably less when compared with alternative 
solutions. 
1 Introduction
Several approaches have been proposed in literature to build TPGs in BIST 
architectures: (i) exhaustive testing, where a simple counter is used to generate exhaustively 
all combinations of test patterns [1]; (ii) pseudo-random testing that exploits Linear 
Feedback Shift Registers (LFSRs) [2], or linear Cellular Automata (CAs) [3] to generate 
pseudo random patterns; (iii) hardware generators of deterministic test sequences, where a 
set of pre-computed test patterns, generated by an Automatic Test Pattern Generator 
(ATPG), are internally generated by ad-hoc logic [4], or by CA-based structures [5] [6]; 
and (iv) mixed-mode test pattern generation, that combines the test features of the pseudo-
random and deterministic generation approaches [7] [8]. 
This paper proposes a new approach for designing a cost-effective, on-chip hardware 
pattern generator of deterministic test sequences. Given pre-computed test patterns 
(computed by an ATPG tool) with predetermined fault coverage, a hardware Test Pattern 
Generator based on Autonomous Finite State Machines (AFSM) is synthesized to generate 
the given test set. This new approach exploits the experimental observation that not all bits 
of deterministic test patterns generated by ATPG are specified. In many cases, deterministic 
test patterns consist of a large number of “don't care” bits and a small number of care bits. 
Studies on compacted test sets showed a “care” bit density of 1% -5% [9]. 
2 Algorithm description 
The basic idea is to use an Autonomous Synchronous Finite-State Moore Machine as 
shown in Figure 1a. If we assume no test vectors are identical, then there is a one-to-one 
correspondence between states and outputs (if this condition is not true, it is however 
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possible to implement a different machine able to generate the same test vectors, adding 
extra flip-flops). In this case the Moore machine can be simplified as shown in figure 1b. 
Given a deterministic binary sequence, our goal is to find an AFSM (that we call 
AFSM_TPG) that evolves exactly through that 
sequence. Therefore the problem is to design a 
combinational circuit (the G function) implementing 
the correct state transitions function.
The deterministic sequence can be represented using a 
matrix M(r,c) where r and c represent the row and the 
column of the matrix respectively, and M(r,c) 
represents the bit that has to be generated in the rth
clock cycle by the cth flip-flop of the AFSM_TPG.
The goal of the proposed algorithm is therefore to 
compute M(r,c) as a function of  M(r-1, “some other c”). 
To do so, we first need to map the concept of collision on the matrix M; we say that there is 
a collision in column c when there are two rows r1 and r2 of the matrix M so that: 
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We start from an AFSM_TPG in which each cell depends only on itself. A new dependency 
is inserted whenever a collision is detected. If adding a new dependency does not achieve 
the solution a new column is inserted in the matrix M. Purpose of the algorithm is to 
minimize the number of dependencies and the number of additional columns. To solve a 
collision, the algorithm goes through the following steps: 
 column C { 
  Classification of transitions 
  Don’t Care Substitution 
  If (Collision detected) { 
   Don’t Care Substitution 
   Collision Matrix 
   While Not (SetCovering) { 
    Add Column 
   } 
  } 
}
We detail each routine, considering C as the column under elaboration: 
x Classification of transitions: Since a collision is detected whenever there is a pair of 
rows in which the matrix has a transition from 0 to 0 (or 1 to 0) and another row in 
which there is a transition form 0 to 1 (or 1 to 1), the algorithm classifies each row of the 
matrix based on the performed boolean transition (Transitions Classes). For each 
transition we define a transition class including all the rows subject to that transition 
(class Z0: transition from 0 to 0; class Z1: from 0 to 1; class O0: from 1 to 0; class O1:
from 1 to 1).  
x Collisions detection: Each possible pair of rows from classes Z0 and Z1 and from 
classes O0 and O1 generates a collision. If no collisions are present in the system, the 
AFSM_TPG is able to generate the sequence of bits in column c without any other 
dependency.
x Collisions matrix: All the collisions are stored in a matrix called Collision Matrix T. 
Each row of this matrix represents one of the possible collisions [r1/r2,C] whereas the 
columns Cx are those of the Matrix M (except C) that could be used as new 
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dependencies for column C. Each element of the matrix (T) is a boolean value whose 
value is ‘true’ if column Cx in the Matrix M assumes two different values in the 
collision rows (r1-r2). 
x Set Covering: It is used to find the minimum number of columns to be used as new 
dependencies in order to remove all the collisions. When the problem has no solution, a 
new “dummy” column is added to the original matrix M. In this case the values of the 
bits of the new column are set to “don’t care” except for the two bits corresponding to 
the colliding rows, which are set to ‘0’ and ‘1’, respectively. 
x Don’t care substitution: The “don’t care substitution” is performed in two situations: 
1) Each time a new column is considered by the algorithm, all the “don’t cares” 
present in the column are set in order to minimize the product of the cardinalities of 
classes Z0 and Z1, and of classes O0 and O1. 
2) When a collision is detected between two rows, if, on the same row, it is possible to 
find two “don’t cares”, setting one to ‘0’ and the other to ‘1’ will assure that the set 
covering will find a solution to resolve this collision. 
3 Experimental results 
In our experiments we used ISCAS-85 data and obtained test vectors sequences using 
the ATPG tool1 from Synopsys. The proposed algorithm is implemented in C language and 
we run the experiments on a Intel Pentium IV with 256 Megs of RAM. 
We compare our results with those presented in [5] and [6] that are pure deterministic 
methods as our AFSM_TPG method. We calculated the size of the resulting AFSM_TPG 
using the same equations defined by the authors in [5] and [6]: 
Area = (# of inputs) * (# of product terms) * (# of outputs) 
In our experiments, the total area is the sum of the areas of the G function of each 
column. We computed the area of each G function as: 
G Area = (# of dependencies) * (# of product terms of the G Truth Table) * (1) 
Table 1 shows the results of our experiments, whereas Table 2 compares our results 
with the ones presented in [5] and [6].
Table 1: Results of our experiments 
CUT
Execution 
Time
Rows 
(Patterns) Columns
Added 
Columns % Don’t Care Size 
c432 462m 90 36 0 57,22222 9776 
c499 452m 67 41 0 16,01747 3727 
c880 80m 53 60 0 58,27044 7500 
c1355 634m 81 41 0 7,768744 9007 
c1908 31m 68 33 0 41,39929 6324 
c3540 243m 180 50 1 57,86667 29698 
c5315 128m 90 178 50 73,05243 41315 
c6288 3m 59 32 0 4,502119 5348 
1 In order to obtain “don’t care” bits in the generated sequence, the command used with this tool is 
“testgen -autotime -norandomfill -combcompact”.
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Table 2: Comparison between our results and [5] and [6] 
CUT Size Size [6] Size [5] Red. [6] Red. [5] 
c432 9776 18668 29376 48% 67% 
c499 3727 8457 37720 56% 90% 
c880 7500 31708 47520 77% 84% 
c1355 9007 26842 52808 67% 83% 
c1908 6324 53791 48576 88% 87% 
c3540 29698 115948 252000 74% 88% 
c5315 41315 288007 3262384 86% 99% 
c6288 5348 6797 9472 21% 44% 
All the benchmarks show that the proposed approach is able to produce hardware TPGs 
considerably smaller than the ones presented in [5] and [6]. 
4 Conclusions
Despite the excellent results obtained so far, the proposed approach can still benefit 
from many other possible optimizations that we are investigating. Among them the authors 
would like to mention: 
 Trade-off between number of dependencies and number of additional columns. In 
general, adding a dependency will add combinational logic, whereas adding a 
column will add a flip-flop. It is not necessarily true that one addition is better than 
the other. We are therefore exploiting the performances of the algorithm when 
constraining the number of additional columns on the number of dependencies. 
 A lot of work can still be done in the optimization of the “don’t care” substitution 
routine 
 Experimental data show reasonable run time for the tiny benchmarks. To scales with 
large industrial circuits with large number of scan cells a mixed-mode method has to 
be investigated 
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